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The unsolved riddle      
 
 
‘And should be a morning  
Without pother and pothead,   
Rather should be a bed  
Of roses with a warning  
 
That there may be a report  
As to postmortem of a pimp-  
The filthy dealer of broken ribs  
Without rick and stick for support..’  
 
Thus stops for a while the riddle  
To know who can be wise  
To solve the riddle clockwise  
And gets sad with a nail and needle  
 
Finding no bright peacemaker  
And pants without pacemaker.  
 
 
 
 
  



 
Enough relaxation before the truce    
 
 
Smiles  
The languid moon of the day.  
Give rays  
The broken length of the terminal station.  
Meets it every broken column of the ideology.  
Enough relaxation before the truce.  
Goes towards the daily magazine  
The interference of prattle  
But none is upset  
As  
Every day there is the reluctant cloud nonchalantly  
Looks down before being stone.     
Everyday there is none to deliver nectar.  
 
In deep core  
A vase alone burns  
Three-fourths of burnt heart.  
 
 
  



 
An eclectic and the symphony of eclipse  
 
 
An eclectic.  
The symphony of eclipse.  
No, I am not broken but cannot have a quick fix.  
 
The rush hours.  
A broken platform adjacent to the level crossing.  
Have come a lot.  
Have gone a lot.  
Amidst history has seen a lot the old banyan tree  
How different death certificates easily buy and sell  
The entities of the non-entities  
And come and go for the moments  
Progression and harmonic progression  
When carry wagons as always the shadow of the black soil    
To the castle of the fissure  
And then again are born black bones to die.  
No, I do not blame endemic, pandemic or epidemic  
As they are dead before their journey with the passport  
Given by embryo  
And history never changes its attire.  
 
 
  



 
Human embryos found in a dustbin   
 
 
Yonder in a dustbin found the rag picker boys 
Human embryos  in a plastic bag  
When everyone was celebrating the Independence Day  
And everyone was cheerful  
While were alone the innocent human embryos  
Yonder in a plastic bag in a dustbin  
(I do not mention the great rag picker boys)  
And I find the definition of ‘a cruel selfish free person.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 


